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CHINA’S INVOLVEMENT WITH INSURGENT MOVEMENTS IN 

NORTHEAST INDIA 

 

Swati Batchu1* 
 
China’s involvement with insurgents in northeast India today is discreet and thus difficult to 

trace back to Beijing. Yet there has been a history of Beijing’s overt support to the rebel groups 

and insurgents, especially during the 1960’s which has been a cause for concern for the Indian 

establishment. While there is little hard evidence to prove direct involvement by the Chinese 

government, there have been confirmations that training assistance for and illegal arms trade 

with northeast insurgents is facilitated in China. Considering China has strategically provided 

Indian insurgents with aid during major conflicts, such as the India-Pakistan War and the 

creation of Bangladesh, it might exploit existing linkages again in times of need. In such a 

scenario, in the words of a retried R&AW agent, insurgents’ groups and their leaders have 

effectively become China’s eyes and ears in the Indian Northeast1. Thus, an examination of the 

scope of Chinese involvement in providing insurgents groups with logistical and diplomatic 

support can be of value.  

R.N. Ravi, Governor of Nagaland, states three possible reasons for Chinese involvement in the 

Northeast. These are, 1) to destabilize India internally by keeping it embroiled in domestic 

conflict, 2) to strengthen its territorial ambitions by spreading anti-India propaganda and 

consequently making the northeast susceptible to Chinese influence, and 3) to provide a market 

for good (like weapons) produced in Yunnan and Sichuan2. While Governor Ravi states that 

Chinese ability to influence insurgents in India has greatly diminished, a report by the European 

Foundation for South Asian Studies shows that the matter is still poignant to the Indian 

government3. Current engagement with insurgents doesn’t occur directly through the Chinese 

government and instead Chinese support generally translates to providing arms supplies, 

training budding insurgents, and sheltering insurgent leaders. These are all conducted by 

Chinese companies and other entities which allows the Chinese government to maintain a level 

 

1* The Author is a student at the Jindal School of International Affairs and Research 
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of plausible deniability. Diplomatic visitations between groups/leaders and Chinese 

intelligence agents are also a feature. 

ARMS MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY  

The primary source of engagement between insurgents and China is for facilitating illegal small 

arms trade through Myanmar and Bangladesh through the hands of various separatist groups. 

Anthony Shimray, a key official of the Nationalist Social Council of Nagalim (Isak-Muivah) 

or the NSCN-IM, led the NSCN-IM and officials from the NDFB (National Democratic Front 

of Boroland) in the late 90s to conduct deals with retired PLA soldiers and the Chinese state 

run arms factory Norinco, both of which were major sources. One such deal was valued at 

$500,000 the consignment for which went through Cox Bazar Bangladesh4. Today Norinco 

continues to be a source of arms for the insurgents in South and Southeast Asia by involving 

Myanmarese and Thai insurgents as gunrunners. Myanmarese rebel group, the United Wa State 

Army (UWSA), is one such group that has long sustained connections with Norinco and the 

Chinese government. It recently begun manufacturing the weapons it supplies to Indian 

insurgents with the assistance of Norinco and other Yunnan based manufacturers5.Marks found 

on weapons surrendered by Indian insurgents in as recently as 2019 indicate that they were 

manufactured by the United Wa State Army6. The Chinese government, under Deng Xiao Ping, 

dictated arms manufacturers like Norinco to find others means to generate revenue which led 

Norinco to sell arms under the table. While this may indeed be a venture taken on by Norinco 

alone, it is highly unlikely that the Chinese government is entirely oblivious to it, especially 

considering that state intelligence units in Yunnan seem to be well aware of it.  

ULFA represents another major receiver of Chinese weapons. Senior ULFA leaders have 

confessed that as much as 80% of their weaponry is of Chinese origin including assault rifles, 

pistols, cartridges, grenades, and grenade launchers7. Historically, ULFA weapons deals had 

been executed by PLA soldiers who passed consignments through Bhutan’s Haa valley. In 

1997 this plan was foiled by Indian and Bhutanese intelligence workers who received 

information about it beforehand. More recently, ULFA has been found using arms of Chinese 

origin supplied by UWSA gunrunners or those manufactured by UWSA under Chinese 

guidance. Statements by ULFA’s foreign secretary and financial secretary further elaborate 

 
4—. 2020. Why Has China Given Shelter to a Rebel Leader From India’s Northeast? February 26. 
https://thediplomat.com/2020/02/why-has-china-given-shelter-to-a-rebel-leader-from-indias-

northeast/. 

5 Goswami, Namrata. 2013. Tracking the source of ‘Weapon Providers’ for NE Rebels. November 7. 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/TrackingthesourceofWeaponProvidersforNERebels_ngoswami_071113. 

6 Ashok, Anashwara. 2020. Arms Smuggling- A Threat to National Security. April 6. 

https://www.claws.in/arms-smuggling-a-threat-to-national-
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their plans for acquiring arms and ammunition from China8.They also state that funding for 

these purchases is sourced from illegal extortion. As recent as June 2020, Indian officials 

travelled to Myanmar to express concerns over a large cache of Chinese weapons discovered 

in the Mae-Sot region, where weapons have been passing through and towards Rakhine and 

Indian insurgents for years already. Concerns have sparked amidst Indian officials that this 

marks an attempt at reigniting a relatively slower Indian insurgency movement9. Given the 

recent tension on the LAC, these fears were especially well placed.  

SMUGGLING NETWORKS AND FUNDING MECHANISMS  

Networks in South and Southeast Asia closely follow the golden triangle for drug trade between 

Myanmar, Laos and Thailand. Arms trade and drug trade are thus closely linked. Arms 

shipments often flow out from Yunnan and land in the northern and southern parts of Wa state. 

From here shipments follow established narcotics trade routes down to Thailand or up to 

Kachin and towards northeast India. Various insurgent groups facilitate the transport of goods 

up and down this trade route including the Karin National Army (KNA), the Kachin 

Independence Army (KIA), and the UWSA. From replicating the Chinese structure of 

governance to using the Renminbi as the dominant currency, the UWSA’s territory is steeped 

in Chinese influence. China also assigns significant strategic value to the area considering its 

weakening relations with Myanmar’s government explaining why its willing to supply the 

UWSA with arms for use and trade10. Once shipments leave Myanmar and reach the Indian 

borders, Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram as often used as way points where groups like 

NSCN-IM, NSCN-Khaplang, the United Liberation Front, and the Kuku National Army 

facilitate further transit by taxing arms shipments in order to gather revenue11. Direct Chinese 

funding is rare, and groups often resort to illegal activities like drug smuggling or charging 

smugglers money for protected passage. This income is then used to purchase more 

sophisticated arms abroad.   

TRAINING INSURGENTS 

Another significant avenue of Chinese involvement has been through providing training 

assistance. In the 60s, when Chinese support was the most overt, China was found to have 

trained a squad of 300, pro-communist, Naga militants. In the late 80s and 90s China was 

known to have provided training for the Manipur People’s Liberation Army with the help of 

 
8Healines Today Bureau. 2009. ULFA leaders confess to camps in China. November 19. 

https://www.indiatoday.in/latest-headlines/story/ulfa-leaders-confess-to-camps-in-china-61246-2009-

11-19. 

9European Foundation for South Asian Studies. 2020. ESFAS Commentary: The easy flow of illicit 

Chinese weapons into Myanmar poses threats to regional security and stability. July 24. 

https://www.efsas.org/commentaries/the-easy-flow-of-illicit-chinese-weapons-into-myanmar/. 

10Goswami, Namrata. 2013. Tracking the source of ‘Weapon Providers’ for NE Rebels. November 7. 

https://idsa.in/idsacomments/TrackingthesourceofWeaponProvidersforNERebels_ngoswami_071113. 

11Ashok, Anashwara. 2020. Arms Smuggling- A Threat to National Security. April 6. 

https://www.claws.in/arms-smuggling-a-threat-to-national-

security/#:~:text=The%20most%20prominent%20example%20of,of%20Northeast%20India%20via%

20Myanmar.&text=Since%20the%20outbreak%20of%20insurgency,proliferation%20of%20firearms
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the Myanmarese Kachin Liberation Army. A total of 18 officers were further trained in Tibet 

under Chinese assistance. While those initial facilities have since been shut by the R&AW, 

collaboration between China and the Manipuri PLA continued into the new millennium. In 

2009, a Manipuri militant told authorities that contact remained unbroken and “sixteen platoons 

of militants have come back to India after getting trained in China”12 . Perhaps the most 

alarming statement comes from Anthony Shirmay who reveled the extent of current dealings 

between NSCN-IM and Chinese agents. A deal was struck between the two parties where the 

insurgents would be provided with training and arms in exchange for a hefty $1million sum 

and intelligence on the movements of Indian troops on the India-China border in Arunachal, 

including information on the position of aircrafts and missiles13. While the deal fell through 

due a lack of funds from the militants, these kinds of deals set a dangerous precedent for India’s 

national security.  

 

DIPLOMATIC CONNECTIONS  

Finally, Chinese involvement also takes on a certain diplomatic air as leader after insurgent 

leader has taken shelter in the state. ULFA presents a prominent example. In the early 2000s 

ULFA set up a liaison office near the Myanmar-China border and named a representative as 

well. ULFA Chief Paresh Baruah, who even attended meetings with Chinese army officials in 

2005, has now been taking refuge in Yunnan province, China since 2011. He has allegedly 

been in contact with other ULFA members and is conducting business as usual while using the 

Chinese town of Ruili as his communications base14. It is highly unlikely that Baruah has gone 

completely undetected by local or provincial authorities of the Chinese Communist Party in 

these circumstances, yet he remains untouched in the region. Similarly, in the same year, two 

officers from Yunnan’s provincial intelligence agency reportedly met with ULFA leaders in 

the group’s camp in Myanmar. This is seen in the case of the NSCN as well whose leader, 

Mauivah, named a permanent representative to Yunnan, a move that was reportedly well 

received. Shirmay also stated that he personally met with Lee Wu En, the head of Yunnan’s 

intelligence unit15. Just recently, a spy from the same intelligence unit was arrested after a being 

spotted at a meeting with the NSCN-IM at their headquarters16. Clearly, the claims of Chinese 

innocence regarding its affairs in the Indian northeast are, at best, half baked.  

 

 
12Dutta, Prabhash K. 2020. Chinese PLA link behind Manipur ambush? July 31. 

https://www.indiatoday.in/news-analysis/story/chinese-pla-manipur-assam-rifles-1706325-2020-07-

31. 

13Morris, Lyle. 2011. Is China Backing Indian Insurgents? March 22. 

https://thediplomat.com/2011/03/is-china-backing-indian-insurgents/. 

14Northeast Now. 2019. ULFA (I) chief Paresh Barua treated in Chinese hospital. March 29. 

https://nenow.in/north-east-news/assam/ulfa-i-chief-paresh-barua-treated-in-chinese-hospital.html. 

15Doval, Ajit. 2011. Remote Control Rebels. February 7. 

https://www.outlookindia.com/magazine/story/remote-control-rebels/270225. 

16Ibid. 
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CONCLUSION 

Under Deng Xiao Ping’s regime China indeed moved inwards, choosing to hide its strength 

and bide its time while strengthening itself domestically and disengaging from some of its 

commitment in the Indian Northeast. While the hay day of Chinese involvement is in the past, 

Indian security officials believe that Chinese involvement with insurgents continues to be a 

credible threat to India’s national security and integrity. The web of organizations, 

intermediaries, and buyers that trace India, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Thailand, etc., is evidence 

of the same. At the provincial level, connections between major insurgent groups like ULFA 

and NCSN-IM and the provincial government and intelligence unit seem to be active as 

evidenced by several points of interactions throughout the 2000s and the 2010s which are 

described above. Unrest in neighboring states has also feed into sustaining Indian insurgent 

groups, as militants in Myanmar have thrived as smugglers and weapons manufacturers with 

the help of their Chinese counterparts. As Governor Ravi stated in a conference, China has had 

the internal strength to fund such efforts or let provincial government handle them under the 

table until recently. It is yet to be seen if domestic economic slowdown, compounded by 

COVID’s socio-economic impact will force China to withdraw again, as it did under Deng.  

 


